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Good Morning this is Brian Conners host of the Conners ReportIn our reports we discuss the economy, the markets, and megatrends that disrupt everything including our careers, our money, and our lifestyle.Today, as in the previous reports, we will review the current economic and market metrics, and spotlight a few important megatrends trends that will affect our economy in 2022.
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Macro
Economic and
Market
Trends at
A Glance

• Stagflation is Real
• Rampant Inflation Getting Worse
• Ukraine War Escalating
• Supply Chain Disruption Continues – War/China
• Consumer Spending Still Strong But Sentiment 

Falling
• Fed Tapering Accelerating (QT) and Rate Hikes
• Corporate Revenues and Profits Not too Bad
• Housing Bubble? Mortgage Rates Up Significantly
• World Food Crisis?
• Demand Destruction Beginning - Recession?
• New World Economic Order?
• The Great Migration 
• Innovation is the Way Out to Future Prosperity
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So, he is talking about a new ‘gold standard’ based on everything from precious metals to base metals, to water, to one of the key ingredients for cakes, to the GDP of China, questionable data and all. Nearly 400 million people across 45 cities in China are under full or partial lockdown as part of China’s strict zero-Covid policy. Together they represent 40%, or $7.2 trillion, of annual gross domestic product for the world’s second-largest economy, according to data from Nomura Holdings. To put this in perspective, the number of people that are currently locked down in China is greater than the total population of the United States.The Port of Shanghai, which handled over 20% of Chinese freight traffic in 2021, is essentially at a standstill. Food supplies stuck in shipping containers without access to refrigeration are rotting. This is an enormous problem for those of us in the western world, because our stores are normally filled with goods that have been made in China.And this even extends to our food supply.  For example, we send giant mountains of apples to China where they are processed and sent back to us as apple juice.We need to hope that the lockdowns in China end soon, because if that does not happen it will likely create tremendous shortages all over the planet.



BIFURCATED ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
Prosperity Continues

More Moderate Growth – Corp Revenue and Earnings

Inflation Abates Later in 2022

Fed Eases Off Rate Hike Projections

Demand Destruction Eases Oil Prices

Consumer Spending Still Strong

Consumer Balance Sheet Strength

Home Equity Growing

Financial Market Equity Growing (IRA/401(k))

Higher Personal Income

Business Cash 

Low Unemployment

Defense Spending

Supply Chain Disruption Subsides – Trade Picks Up

Accelerating Technology Innovation – Growth Flywheel

Stagflation

Slowing Economy  - 1.3% est. ‘1Q’22 – Less Revenue/Jobs

High Inflation – 8.5% Y-O-Y - $23T increase in Global MS

High Interest Rates – Projected Fed Funds 2-2.25% Rate

High Oil Prices > $100/B

Gloomy Consumer Sentiment

Slower Business Investment – Res/Non Res Investment

Ukraine Crisis

High Commodity Prices

Food Shortages 

Fertilizer Disruption

Rising Labor Costs – Not Enough Labor

No Monetary and Fiscal Stimulus

Supply Chain Disruptions Worsen – War/Russia Sanctions

Recession – Inverted Yield Curve – Contraction Flywheel
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We are at a crossroads – tipping point on the trajectory of the economy 



The Economy 
at
A Glance

Economic Metrics

GDPNow Estimate (‘1Q’22) 1.3% (Atlanta FRED - 4/19/22 )

Unemployment Rate 3.6% (BLS – Mar’22)

Employment Compensation (Private) 4.0% Y-O-Y (BLS – Dec’21)

Productivity 6.6% (BLS – ‘4Q’21)

CPI 8.5% Annual Rate (BLS) (Mar’22)

10-yr US Treasury Interest Rate 2.746% (WSJ -04/26/22)

Total Federal Debt 29.6T (FRED – ‘4Q’21)

Retail Sales – M/M (February 2022) 0.3% (Dept of Commerce – 03/16/22)

Consumer Confidence Index 107.2 (The Conference Board – Mar‘22)

Crude Oil Futures $98.61 (WSJ – 04/25/22)

Case-Shiller National Home Price Index 19.17% Y-O-Y (S&P Global Jan’22))

US Trade Deficit $89.7B (FRED – Jan’22)

Gold Futures $1900 (WSJ – 04/225/22)

Copper Futures $4.47 (WSJ – 04/25/22)

US Dollar Index 101.70 (WSJ -04/25/22)

ISM Manufacturing PMI 57.1% (ISM – Mar’22)
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The GDPNow model estimate for real GDP growth (seasonally adjusted annual rate) in the first quarter of 2022 is 1.1 percent on April 14, down from 1.3 percent on March 17. After recent releases from the US Census Bureau and the National Association of Realtors, the nowcast of first-quarter real gross private domestic investment growth decreased from -4.2 percent to -5.8 percent.The IMF has revised its projection for global growth downwards to 3.6 percent in both 2022 and 2023 - a steep falloff from 6.1% last year and from the 4.4% growth it had expected for 2022 back in January. This reflects the direct impact of the war on Ukraine and sanctions on Russia, with both countries projected to experience steep contractions. This year’s growth outlook for the European Union has been revised downward by 1.1 percentage points due to the indirect effects of the war, making it the second largest contributor to the overall downward revision.Retail sales rose a seasonally adjusted 0.3% in February over the prior month, the Commerce Department said Wednesday, a slowdown from January’s unusually strong 4.9% increase. Consumers spent more on gasoline and vehicles while cutting back on online spending and purchases of discretionary items such as furniture and electronics.The report suggests that consumers are ready to move on from the recent wave of Covid-19 cases caused by the Omicron variant. Spending at restaurants and bars was up 2.5% in February, the fastest increase since May of last year.Higher gasoline prices caused by the war pushed up sales at service stations by 5.3%, the biggest jump since March of last year. And sales of cars and car parts, which had been held down by a shortage of computer chips, rose 0.8%, following January’s 6.9% increase.Excluding autos and gasoline, retail sales were down 0.4% in February. While that is largely a comedown from a 5.2% rise in January, it could be an early sign that inflation is making people more cautious.Taken together, the first two months of 2022 suggest that American consumers are able and willing to spend, which should provide a boost to economic growth, economists say.The booming labor market, which produced nearly 1.2 million jobs and higher wages in the first two months of the year, has propped up consumers’ spending power. Likewise, many households are still sitting on a pile of savings thanks to government stimulus programs that have allowed them to absorb higher prices for now.In the fourth quarter of last year households had about 36% more liquid assets, such as bank deposits, than they did in the fourth quarter of 2019, according to Fed estimates. The National Retail Federation in a report Tuesday forecast that annual retail sales would rise between 6% and 8% in 2022, down from 14% in 2021 but still well above pre-pandemic levels.The 20-city composite S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller Home Price Index showed a 19.10% year-over-year (y/y) gain in home prices in January, above the Bloomberg consensus estimate of an 18.60% rise. Compared to the prior month, home prices were up 1.79% on a seasonally adjusted basis, compared to forecasts of a 1.50% gain.The Conference Board's Consumer Confidence Index (chart) increased to 107.2 in March from February's downwardly-revised 105.7 level, and versus the Bloomberg estimate calling for a reading of 107.0. The overall index was dragged by the Expectations Index of business conditions for the next six months portion of the index, which fell to 76.6 from February's downwardly-revised 80.8 level, while the Present Situation Index portion of the survey improved to 153.0 from the previous month's negatively-revised 143.0 level. On employment, the labor differential—consumers’ appraisal of jobs being "plentiful" minus being "hard to get"—increased to 47.4 from the 41.5 level posted in February.The Labor Department's Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS), a measure of unmet demand for labor, showed a decrease to 11.26 million jobs available to be filled in February, from January’s upwardly-revised level of 11.28 million rate. 



US Actuals 
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The GDPNow model estimate for real GDP growth (seasonally adjusted annual rate) in the first quarter of 2022 is 1.3 percent on April 19, up from 1.2 percent on March 16. After this morning’s releases from the US Census Bureau and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, the nowcast of first-quarter real gross private domestic investment growth increased from -4.9 percent to -4.2 percent.The U.S. is less reliant on Russian oil, while counts of Covid-19 patients admitted to hospitals have fallen substantially. And many investors believe the U.S. economy entered the geopolitical tumult of recent weeks in strong enough shape to withstand the jump in oil prices and heightened anxiety sparked by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.The S&P 500 rose 6.2% last week, its best performance since November 2020, after the Federal Reserve raised interest rates for the first time since 2018. The index is now up 5.6% since Russia invaded Ukraine and has trimmed its losses for the year to 6.4%.The U.S.’s production of energy and agricultural products helps insulate it from the recent increases in commodities prices, while a strong U.S. labor market should support the domestic economy, Mr. McDonald said. Northern Trust has been buying U.S. stocks over the past month and selling shares from other parts of the world, he said. The best-performing sectors of the S&P 500 over the past month are energy stocks, which benefit from higher oil prices, and utilities and healthcare shares, which investors often turn to when they are feeling cautious about the economic outlook. 
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The IMF has revised its projection for global growth downwards to 3.6 percent in both 2022 and 2023 - a steep falloff from 6.1% last year and from the 4.4% growth it had expected for 2022 back in January. This reflects the direct impact of the war on Ukraine and sanctions on Russia, with both countries projected to experience steep contractions. This year’s growth outlook for the European Union has been revised downward by 1.1 percentage points due to the indirect effects of the war, making it the second largest contributor to the overall downward revision.In this context, beyond its immediate and tragic humanitarian impact, IMF says the war will slow economic growth and increase inflation. Overall economic risks have risen sharply, and policy tradeoffs have become even more challenging.The IMF - like The World Bank - blames Putin and raises concerns about inflation..."The effects of the war will propagate far and wide, adding to price pressures and exacerbating significant policy challenges..."...prompting the central planners' nemesis to re-appear leviathan-like to dominate the next few years...As The IMF warns, the risk is rising that inflation expectations drift away from central bank inflation targets, prompting a more aggressive tightening response from policymakers. Furthermore, increases in food and fuel prices may also significantly increase the prospect of social unrest in poorer countries.In a speech last week, IMF managing director Kristalina Georgieva warned of the threat of “more hunger, more poverty and more social unrest.’’Finally, and perhaps most ominously, The IMF further warns that war also increases the risk of a more permanent fragmentation of the world economy into geopolitical blocks with distinct technology standards, cross-border payment systems, and reserve currencies. Such a tectonic shift would cause long-run efficiency losses, increase volatility and represent a major challenge to the rules-based framework that has governed international and economic relations for the last 75 years.The IMF claims the most immediate priority is to end the war... (does it look like anyone involved is working towards that goal?)
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at
A Glance

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

March 2021- March 2022 Inflation Expense Category

All items 8.5
Food 8.8
Food at home 10
Food away from home(1) 6.9

Energy 32
Energy commodities 48.3
Fuel oil(1) 70.1
Gasoline (all types) 48
Energy services 13.5
Electricity 11.1
Utility (piped) gas service 21.6

All items less food and energy 6.5
Commodities less food and energy commodities 11.7
Apparel 6.8
New vehicles 12.5
Used cars and trucks 35.3
Medical care commodities(1) 2.7
Services less energy services 4.7
Shelter 5
Rent of primary residence 4.4
Owners' equivalent rent of residences(2) 4.5
Medical care services 2.9
Hospital services(3) 3.3
Transportation services 7.7
Motor vehicle maintenance and repair(1) 4.9
Airline fares 23.6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) increased 1.2 percent in March on a seasonally adjusted basis after rising 0.8 percent in February, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported today. Over the last 12 months, the all items index increased 8.5 percent before seasonal adjustment. Increases in the indexes for gasoline, shelter, and food were the largest contributors to the seasonally adjusted all items increase.Since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, in order to make the rich richer while creating a historic wealth divide, central banks have bought $23tn assets, cut rates, and created $18tn of negatively-yielding debt.


Sheet1

		March 2021- March 2022 Inflation Expense Category										Jan.		Jan.		Nov.		Dec.

												2022		2022		2021		2021

		All items		100		261.582		278.802		281.148		7.5		0.8		0.7		0.6		8.5

		Food		13.37		270.938		286.966		289.772		7		1		0.8		0.5		8.8

		Food at home		8.165		252.107		267.555		270.711		7.4		1.2		0.9		0.4		10

		Food away from home(1)		5.205		300.382		317.372		319.471		6.4		0.7		0.6		0.6		6.9



		Energy		7.348		205.273		256.207		260.653		27		1.7		2.4		0.9		32

		Energy commodities		4.014		212.676		296.391		297.454		39.9		0.4		4.2		1.3		48.3

		Fuel oil(1)		0.115		243.588		325.879		356.864		46.5		9.5		3.5		-2.4		70.1

		Gasoline (all types)		3.748		207.406		290.185		290.416		40		0.1		4.5		1.3		48

		Energy services		3.334		207.649		228.199		235.941		13.6		3.4		0.2		0.3		13.5

		Electricity		2.454		215.242		227.974		238.183		10.7		4.5		0.2		0.5		11.1

		Utility (piped) gas service		0.879		181.709		224.366		225.181		23.9		0.4		0.3		-0.3		21.6



		All items less food and energy		79.282		269.755		283.908		285.996		6		0.7		0.5		0.6		6.5

		Commodities less food and energy commodities		21.699		145.973		160.85		162.991		11.7		1.3		0.9		1.2		11.7

		Apparel		2.458		117.785		121.068		124.079		5.3		2.5		0.7		1.1		6.8

		New vehicles		4.105		149.377		166.653		167.582		12.2		0.6		1.2		1.2		12.5

		Used cars and trucks		4.143		149.659		207.164		210.293		40.5		1.5		2.4		3.3		35.3

		Medical care commodities(1)		1.524		377.546		379.611		382.984		1.4		0.9		0.1		0		2.7

		Services less energy services		57.583		347.19		359.559		361.397		4.1		0.5		0.4		0.3		4.7

		Shelter		32.946		328.282		341.241		342.604		4.4		0.4		0.5		0.4		5

		Rent of primary residence		7.398		344.758		355.931		357.737		3.8		0.5		0.4		0.4		4.4

		Owners' equivalent rent of residences(2)		24.251		338.181		350.508		352.005		4.1		0.4		0.4		0.4		4.5

		Medical care services		6.962		568.778		578.555		584.111		2.7		1		0.3		0.3		2.9

		Hospital services(3)		2.199		358.733		366.854		371.646		3.6		1.3		-0.1		0.2		3.3

		Transportation services		5.599		311.312		326.063		328.665		5.6		0.8		0.7		0		7.7

		Motor vehicle maintenance and repair(1)		1.038		310.662		324.688		325.448		4.8		0.2		0		-0.1		4.9

		Airline fares		0.481		200.825		208.954		210.762		4.9		0.9		1.9		2.5		23.6
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at
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most recent surge in oil prices started in early 2020. It was the direct result of the massive flood of fiscal policy, which created a consumption boom. However, this followed the collapse in oil prices as demand collapsed from the economic shutdown. Coincidentally, the surge in oil prices, and the pull-forward of consumption, led to surging inflationary pressures. We show the high correlation between oil prices and breakeven inflation rates.
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The median existing-home price rose 15% in March from a year earlier to $375,300, NAR said Wednesday, a record high in data going back to 1999.As you can see below, while the supply issues that peaked during 2020 have alleviated somewhat during 2021, supply chain issues and worker shortages in the construction space continue to lead towards near-record new home supply shortages.The median existing-home sale price in November rose 13.9% from a year earlier to $353,900, the National Association of Realtors said earlier this month.Rising home prices are pushing some buyers out of the market. While the number of home sales rose in November, the proportion of first-time buyers fell to 26%, the lowest level since January 2014 and down from 32% a year earlier, according to NAR.
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Owners' Equivalent Rent (OER) is the mythical price one would pay to rent one's own house from oneself, unfurnished and without utilities.Allegedly, rent is only up 3.76% and OER 4.09%.Given that rent and OER constitute over 31% of the CPI, it's very understated and even more so if one directly factors in home prices. 
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The IMF has revised its projection for global growth downwards to 3.6 percent in both 2022 and 2023 - a steep falloff from 6.1% last year and from the 4.4% growth it had expected for 2022 back in January. This reflects the direct impact of the war on Ukraine and sanctions on Russia, with both countries projected to experience steep contractions. This year’s growth outlook for the European Union has been revised downward by 1.1 percentage points due to the indirect effects of the war, making it the second largest contributor to the overall downward revision.In this context, beyond its immediate and tragic humanitarian impact, IMF says the war will slow economic growth and increase inflation. Overall economic risks have risen sharply, and policy tradeoffs have become even more challenging.The IMF - like The World Bank - blames Putin and raises concerns about inflation..."The effects of the war will propagate far and wide, adding to price pressures and exacerbating significant policy challenges..."...prompting the central planners' nemesis to re-appear leviathan-like to dominate the next few years...As The IMF warns, the risk is rising that inflation expectations drift away from central bank inflation targets, prompting a more aggressive tightening response from policymakers. Furthermore, increases in food and fuel prices may also significantly increase the prospect of social unrest in poorer countries.In a speech last week, IMF managing director Kristalina Georgieva warned of the threat of “more hunger, more poverty and more social unrest.’’Finally, and perhaps most ominously, The IMF further warns that war also increases the risk of a more permanent fragmentation of the world economy into geopolitical blocks with distinct technology standards, cross-border payment systems, and reserve currencies. Such a tectonic shift would cause long-run efficiency losses, increase volatility and represent a major challenge to the rules-based framework that has governed international and economic relations for the last 75 years.The IMF claims the most immediate priority is to end the war... (does it look like anyone involved is working towards that goal?)
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Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell signaled the central bank was likely to raise interest rates by a half percentage point at its meeting next month and indicated similar rate rises could be warranted after that.“It is appropriate in my view to be moving a little more quickly” to raise interest rates than the Fed has in the recent past, Mr. Powell said Thursday. “I also think there’s something in the idea of front-end-loading” the removal of stimulus, he said.The Fed has indicated it is also set to begin shrinking its $9 trillion asset portfolio, a double-barreled effort to remove stimulus to curb price pressures.And rather notably while the rate-hike cycle remains relative unchanged (around 9 more hikes this year), the subsequent rate-cut cycle is shifting hawkishly with just 2 cuts now priced in for the following 2 years...Last week, Deutsche Bank spooked trading desks when it became the first major bank to predict a US recession would strike before the end of 2023, echoing a little seen call from BofA's CIO who predicted a recession as soon as the second half. But now, one of Washington's most closely watched think tanks believes that amid a sharp stagflationary slowdown in 2022, a global recession could arrive as soon as later this year.Of course, the PIIE assessment was written prior to Tuesday's CPI print, which came in at the hottest rate in more than 40 years. The print was seen as cementing the odds of a 50bps Fed rate hike next month.QT era starts in 18 trading days...Fed balance sheet of $9tn set to decline to $6.5tn by end-2023; QT = opposite of QE = higher bond yields & higher volatility,New era of belatedly hawkish Fed that suddenly now wishes to address issues of wealth inequality & inflation via monetary policy starts with overvalued stock market: of 10 Fed hiking cycles in past 50 years only cycle that began trailing PE similar to today was 1999' H2 (25.7x)...all the rest started with PE around 15-16x,QE was very bullish financial assets; QT by design will be negative financial assets.Government intervention to soften impact of oil price shocks will simply increase QT as it worsens/extends inflation, dependence on fossil fuels and inequality (EM governments have much less ability to soften shock/cope with extended high food/energy prices); government energy panic: Biden to release 1mbd of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve over the next 6 months (= 32% of stock), California (really?!?) handing out gasoline rebates, France weighing options to nationalize multinational electric utility company Electricite de France, UK prepping to run Gazprom's UK retail supply (= 1/5 of Britain's commercial gas volume).And while we don't know what will come next, whether stagflation or recession, we do know that the recent curve inversion has officially started the countdown to the next recession. Here are some observations on the typical progression into recession from Hartnett:Inflation always precedes recessions; late-60s recession preceded by consumer price inflation, 1973/4 by oil/food shocks, recession of 1980 by oil, 1990/91 by CPI, 2001 by tech bubble, 2008 by housing bubble; Last dominos to drop in terms of recession 
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This 'alt-Misery' Index dovetails strongly with The Fed's own survey findings today that "Perceptions about households' current financial situations compared to a year ago deteriorated in  March, with more respondents reporting being financially worse off than they  were a year ago. Respondents were also more pessimistic  about their household's financial situation in the year ahead, with fewer  resondents expecting their financial situation to improve a year from now."And bear in mind tomorrow is CPI day... and The White House has already warned of "extraordinarily elevated" March inflation (no doubt entirely due to Putin, of course).
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In 2020, the arrival of COVID-19 to the United States resulted in mandated businessesclosures, stay-at-home orders, and fear and uncertainty, leading to a 32.4 percent drop intotal consumer spending from January to the end of March.30 However, not all industrieswere affected evenly. Over the same period, spending in entertainment and recreation declined by 72.6 percent, spending in restaurants and hotels fell by 66.6 percent, and retail spending dropped by 24 percent. Consumer spending on groceries, on the other hand, rose by 7.8 percent as many individuals prepared to potentially isolate for long periods of time.31 In addition, the fall in consumer spending was unevenly spread across income levels. During the period beginning in January 2020 and ending March 30, 2020, high-income consumers reduced spending by 36 percent, middle-income consumers reduced spending by 31.2 percent, and low-income consumers reduced spending by 28.7 percent.32 This is partially due to the types of goods and services consumed by consumers of different income levels.On average, compared to lower income consumers, higher income consumers spend a larger portion of their income on goods and services considered relatively non-essential,33 such as entertainment, restaurant dining, and travel. These goods and services oftenrequire a significant amount of in-person interaction to consume and are offered in many of the industries that experienced the most significant pandemic-induced declines in consumer spending and employment. On the other hand, low-income consumers usuallyspend a larger portion of their incomes on goods that are considered relatively essentialsuch as food from grocery stores, water, electricity, and gasoline.



Recession
Shock
at
A Glance

1. Big consumer spend behind us: US consumption $16.7tn has 
surged $4.7tn (39%) from COVID-19 low, now $1.9tn above pre-
COVID level (retail sales 25% from pre-COVID level); but 
sequential deterioration...BAC total credit card spending up 
only 3.2% past year and down 4.7% in real terms

2. Best labor market behind us: payrolls up 20.4 million from 
COVID lows, unemployment rate at 3.6%, unemployment claims 
at lowest since 1960s.

3. Real wages falling: down 2.5% yoy...6 of the past 8 recessions 
have coincided with -ve real wage growth (Chart below),

4. No policy stimulus: US household stimulus payments $2.8tn in 
21, $0.6tm in 22,

5. Housing weakening: mortgage rates 5%, highest since '11, refi 
activity -75% from Feb'21 high, purchases -26% from Jan'21 
highs,

6. Low savings rate: 6.3% vs 33.8% pandemic high & 7.6% 
average in 2019; and any excess savings with rich not poor.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inflation always precedes recessions; late-60s recession preceded by consumer price inflation, 1973/4 by oil/food shocks, recession of 1980 by oil, 1990/91 by CPI, 2001 by tech bubble, 2008 by housing bubble; Last dominos to drop in terms of recession expectations is higher yields & weaker dollar, and steeper yield curve and banks/ consumer keep falling.QT era starts in 18 trading days...Fed balance sheet of $9tn set to decline to $6.5tn by end-2023; QT = opposite of QE = higher bond yields & higher volatility,New era of belatedly hawkish Fed that suddenly now wishes to address issues of wealth inequality & inflation via monetary policy starts with overvalued stock market: of 10 Fed hiking cycles in past 50 years only cycle that began trailing PE similar to today was 1999' H2 (25.7x)...all the rest started with PE around 15-16x,QE was very bullish financial assets; QT by design will be negative financial assets.Government intervention to soften impact of oil price shocks will simply increase QT as it worsens/extends inflation, dependence on fossil fuels and inequality (EM governments have much less ability to soften shock/cope with extended high food/energy prices); government energy panic: Biden to release 1mbd of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve over the next 6 months (= 32% of stock), California (really?!?) handing out gasoline rebates, France weighing options to nationalize multinational electric utility company Electricite de France, UK prepping to run Gazprom's UK retail supply (= 1/5 of Britain's commercial gas volume).And while we don't know what will come next, whether stagflation or recession, we do know that the recent curve inversion has officially started the countdown to the next recession. Here are some observations on the typical progression into recession from Hartnett:Two weeks after Deutsche Bank became the first "credible" Wall Street bank to officially make a US recession in late 2023 its base case (here, of course, we exclude such uber bears as BofA's Michael Hartnett or SocGen's Albert Edwards, who have pitched recessionary scenarios explicitly different from the banks' bullish "base cases"), the bank is out with a new, even more bearish view in its latest "House View" note, in which the bank explains that not only is a recession assured but that inflation expectations "will likely move significantly higher, ultimately leading to an even more aggressive tightening and a deeper recession with a larger rise in unemployment" which in turn will mutated into the outcome the Fed has been so desperate to avoid: a hard landing.
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Total consumer spending has increased around 25 percent compared to January 2020.34 By the end of 2020, spending recovered to around the same level that existed in January of that year. In 2021, total consumer spending continued its significant recovery, increasingby almost 25 percent compared to the end of 2020.35 Consumer spending in the hardest hit industries has recovered substantially in 2021 compared to January 2020. Spending on restaurants and hotels has risen by over 18 percent and retail spending has increased well over 30 percent compared to January 2020 levels. Spending on entertainment and recreation was characterized by frequent fluctuationsthroughout 2021 but has also recovered significantly since the depths of the COVID-19-induced downturn. However, spending on entertainment and recreation has not recovered as smoothly and substantially as other hard-hit industries have. High- and middle-income consumers have increased spending by around 24 percent and low-income consumers have increased spending by almost 28 percent compared to January 2020 levels.36 Personal consumption increased by 11.4 percent in the first quarter of 2021, 12.0 percentin the second quarter, and a 1.7 percent annualized rise in the third quarter. Spending continued to slow in the fourth quarter in large part due to the Omicron variant.
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In 2020, the arrival of COVID-19 to the United States resulted in mandated businessesclosures, stay-at-home orders, and fear and uncertainty, leading to a 32.4 percent drop intotal consumer spending from January to the end of March.30 However, not all industrieswere affected evenly. Over the same period, spending in entertainment and recreation declined by 72.6 percent, spending in restaurants and hotels fell by 66.6 percent, and retail spending dropped by 24 percent. Consumer spending on groceries, on the other hand, rose by 7.8 percent as many individuals prepared to potentially isolate for long periods of time.31 In addition, the fall in consumer spending was unevenly spread across income levels. During the period beginning in January 2020 and ending March 30, 2020, high-income consumers reduced spending by 36 percent, middle-income consumers reduced spending by 31.2 percent, and low-income consumers reduced spending by 28.7 percent.32 This is partially due to the types of goods and services consumed by consumers of different income levels.On average, compared to lower income consumers, higher income consumers spend a larger portion of their income on goods and services considered relatively non-essential,33 such as entertainment, restaurant dining, and travel. These goods and services oftenrequire a significant amount of in-person interaction to consume and are offered in many of the industries that experienced the most significant pandemic-induced declines in consumer spending and employment. On the other hand, low-income consumers usuallyspend a larger portion of their incomes on goods that are considered relatively essentialsuch as food from grocery stores, water, electricity, and gasoline.
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In 2020, the arrival of COVID-19 to the United States resulted in mandated businessesclosures, stay-at-home orders, and fear and uncertainty, leading to a 32.4 percent drop intotal consumer spending from January to the end of March.30 However, not all industrieswere affected evenly. Over the same period, spending in entertainment and recreation declined by 72.6 percent, spending in restaurants and hotels fell by 66.6 percent, and retail spending dropped by 24 percent. Consumer spending on groceries, on the other hand, rose by 7.8 percent as many individuals prepared to potentially isolate for long periods of time.31 In addition, the fall in consumer spending was unevenly spread across income levels. During the period beginning in January 2020 and ending March 30, 2020, high-income consumers reduced spending by 36 percent, middle-income consumers reduced spending by 31.2 percent, and low-income consumers reduced spending by 28.7 percent.32 This is partially due to the types of goods and services consumed by consumers of different income levels.On average, compared to lower income consumers, higher income consumers spend a larger portion of their income on goods and services considered relatively non-essential,33 such as entertainment, restaurant dining, and travel. These goods and services oftenrequire a significant amount of in-person interaction to consume and are offered in many of the industries that experienced the most significant pandemic-induced declines in consumer spending and employment. On the other hand, low-income consumers usuallyspend a larger portion of their incomes on goods that are considered relatively essentialsuch as food from grocery stores, water, electricity, and gasoline.
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At the same time, tighter credit conditions will further hamper the growth contribution from restocking as inventories become more costly to finance. Widening credit spreads point to the end of the current restocking cycle, and GDP losing a significant support.
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The 30-year mortgage rate has risen over 100bps over the last year, taking the rate to 4.33%. Rises in mortgage rates typically precede falls in building permits, an excellent leading indicator for the housing market overall. Annual growth in building permits has already collapsed from 35% a year ago to only 3% at the end of last year. The malaise in residential fixed investment is soon set to drag non-residential investment lower too. Both sectors together account for almost 20% of GDP.Housing, too, is facing mounting headwinds from higher rates. The housing market in the US is beginning to look as overvalued as it was in 2005, prior to the housing crisis. The dynamics are different this time -- this is a supply-led rise in prices rather than a credit-driven demand one -- but once again rising rates are having a deadening impact. 
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California faces distinct challenges regarding housing affordability and accessibility that have only been aggravated by the pandemic. During the pandemic, the state has lost population for the first time in over 100 years.Around 60,000 more California residents left for another state than moved in during the first quarter of 2020. By the third quarter of 2021, that figure had more than doubled, totaling approximately 150,000 net exits. The percentage of movers who left California rose from 16.3 percent in 2016 to 20.3 percent by the end of September 2021.4
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"every Fed hiking cycle in the fiat high debt era has led to some kind of financial crisis somewhere across the world"..."the chance the Federal Reserve can engineer a soft landing is fading by the week, with the war in Ukraine exacerbating the inflationary pressures.“Two weeks after Deutsche Bank became the first "credible" Wall Street bank to officially make a US recession in late 2023 its base case (here, of course, we exclude such uber bears as BofA's Michael Hartnett or SocGen's Albert Edwards, who have pitched recessionary scenarios explicitly different from the banks' bullish "base cases"), the bank is out with a new, even more bearish view in its latest "House View" note, in which the bank explains that not only is a recession assured but that inflation expectations "will likely move significantly higher, ultimately leading to an even more aggressive tightening and a deeper recession with a larger rise in unemployment" which in turn will mutated into the outcome the Fed has been so desperate to avoid: a hard landing.QT era starts in 18 trading days...Fed balance sheet of $9tn set to decline to $6.5tn by end-2023; QT = opposite of QE = higher bond yields & higher volatility,New era of belatedly hawkish Fed that suddenly now wishes to address issues of wealth inequality & inflation via monetary policy starts with overvalued stock market: of 10 Fed hiking cycles in past 50 years only cycle that began trailing PE similar to today was 1999' H2 (25.7x)...all the rest started with PE around 15-16x,QE was very bullish financial assets; QT by design will be negative financial assets.Government intervention to soften impact of oil price shocks will simply increase QT as it worsens/extends inflation, dependence on fossil fuels and inequality (EM governments have much less ability to soften shock/cope with extended high food/energy prices); government energy panic: Biden to release 1mbd of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve over the next 6 months (= 32% of stock), California (really?!?) handing out gasoline rebates, France weighing options to nationalize multinational electric utility company Electricite de France, UK prepping to run Gazprom's UK retail supply (= 1/5 of Britain's commercial gas volume).And while we don't know what will come next, whether stagflation or recession, we do know that the recent curve inversion has officially started the countdown to the next recession. Here are some observations on the typical progression into recession from Hartnett:Inflation always precedes recessions; late-60s recession preceded by consumer price inflation, 1973/4 by oil/food shocks, recession of 1980 by oil, 1990/91 by CPI, 2001 by tech bubble, 2008 by housing bubble; Last dominos to drop in terms of recession 
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Meanwhile, as we noted last week, DB economists predict that the Fed balance sheet will fall by $1.5tn by end 2023 and around $3tn by 2025. Needless to say, this would be devastating to the tech sector.It's not just the Fed: according to the DB strategist, the second biggest contributor to the graph, namely the ECB, will likely see its balance sheet fall by several hundred billion dollars this year due to maturity TLTROs outweighing continued QE. So it is especially likely that 2022 will see the local balance sheet peak, with dire correlated consequences for the FAAMGs.As Reid concludes, "clearly it's impossible that such a correlation will stay as tight as this indefinitely but it’s a useful graph to understand the possible big picture trends.“
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In the U.S., investors pulled $5.4 billion from corporate high-grade funds in the biggest weekly exodus since April 2020, according to data from Refinitiv Lipper for the period ended March 9.Even those safest dollar corporate bonds losing more than 8%, while equivalent euro-denominated debt has lost more than 4.7%, according to Bloomberg index data, but European corporate credit is facing further blows as the ECB - the biggest buyer - prepares for a faster-than-expected exit from the market.And the pain is in investment-grade spreads (credit risk) just as much as high-yield; both just showing VIX (equity risk) the way forward (and higher)...
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Of course, slowing economic growth and deflationary pressures will contribute to the decline in oil prices. One of the things that could generate that environment, sooner than later, is the Federal Reserve tightening its monetary policy.Historically, when the Fed has hiked rates or tapered its balance sheet, oil prices fall due to slower economic growth. Such should not be surprising since oil prices are a function of supply and demand.
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"every Fed hiking cycle in the fiat high debt era has led to some kind of financial crisis somewhere across the world"..."the chance the Federal Reserve can engineer a soft landing is fading by the week, with the war in Ukraine exacerbating the inflationary pressures.“Every recession in the last 70 years has only happened AFTER the 2s10s has inverted. We have now seen an inversion on March 29th intra-day and again on March 31. History would say US recession risks now elevated 12-24 months out.In any case, the 2s10s indicates that odds of a recession in the next 24 months are a solid 60%+ and rising by the day.�
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“It should not be surprising that sharp spikes in oil prices have been coincident with downturns in economic activity, a drop in inflation, and a subsequent decline in interest rates.“
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"every Fed hiking cycle in the fiat high debt era has led to some kind of financial crisis somewhere across the world"..."the chance the Federal Reserve can engineer a soft landing is fading by the week, with the war in Ukraine exacerbating the inflationary pressures.“Two weeks after Deutsche Bank became the first "credible" Wall Street bank to officially make a US recession in late 2023 its base case (here, of course, we exclude such uber bears as BofA's Michael Hartnett or SocGen's Albert Edwards, who have pitched recessionary scenarios explicitly different from the banks' bullish "base cases"), the bank is out with a new, even more bearish view in its latest "House View" note, in which the bank explains that not only is a recession assured but that inflation expectations "will likely move significantly higher, ultimately leading to an even more aggressive tightening and a deeper recession with a larger rise in unemployment" which in turn will mutated into the outcome the Fed has been so desperate to avoid: a hard landing.QT era starts in 18 trading days...Fed balance sheet of $9tn set to decline to $6.5tn by end-2023; QT = opposite of QE = higher bond yields & higher volatility,New era of belatedly hawkish Fed that suddenly now wishes to address issues of wealth inequality & inflation via monetary policy starts with overvalued stock market: of 10 Fed hiking cycles in past 50 years only cycle that began trailing PE similar to today was 1999' H2 (25.7x)...all the rest started with PE around 15-16x,QE was very bullish financial assets; QT by design will be negative financial assets.Government intervention to soften impact of oil price shocks will simply increase QT as it worsens/extends inflation, dependence on fossil fuels and inequality (EM governments have much less ability to soften shock/cope with extended high food/energy prices); government energy panic: Biden to release 1mbd of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve over the next 6 months (= 32% of stock), California (really?!?) handing out gasoline rebates, France weighing options to nationalize multinational electric utility company Electricite de France, UK prepping to run Gazprom's UK retail supply (= 1/5 of Britain's commercial gas volume).And while we don't know what will come next, whether stagflation or recession, we do know that the recent curve inversion has officially started the countdown to the next recession. Here are some observations on the typical progression into recession from Hartnett:Inflation always precedes recessions; late-60s recession preceded by consumer price inflation, 1973/4 by oil/food shocks, recession of 1980 by oil, 1990/91 by CPI, 2001 by tech bubble, 2008 by housing bubble; Last dominos to drop in terms of recession 
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Instead of using existing pipelines over short distances, the EU wants the US to deliver Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) via shipment across the Atlantic Ocean to Europe. This is far more expensive and will require more LNG terminals.The US Greens are not exactly happy about the US fracking more natural gas. And how much energy is lost compressing and transporting LNG to Europe? It's not as is Russia will be unable to sell its natural gas. Russia and China are building new pipelines for Russia to pipe gas to China instead of the EU.Money, Commodities, and Bretton Woods IIICredit Suisse economics contributor, Zoltan Pozsar, discusses supply chain disruptions in Money, Commodities, and Bretton Woods IIIThe bottom line is that it will take months longer for oil to get where its headed. And that does not eliminate Europe's need for oil.The details are quite amazing.Zoltan notes that as Russian oil gets diverted to China, China will then buy less oil from the Middle East and then Middle Eastern oil will now have to be shipped to Europe with the same loss of efficiency as the shipment of Baltic oil to China.But heaver ships cannot fit through the Suez Canal so they have to unload oil from the tankers, pipe it around the canal, then get it bank on the tanker to head to Europe.De-globalization will add to inflation. Here is the key paragraph from Pozsar.Bretton Woods Bretton Woods II served up a deflationary impulse (globalization, open trade, just-in-time supply chains, and only one supply chain [Foxconn], not many), and Bretton Woods III will serve up an inflationary impulse (de-globalization, autarky, just-in-case hoarding of commodities and duplication of supply chains, and more military spending to be able to protect whatever seaborne trade is left).  Bretton Woods refers to the agreement after WWII in which established floating currencies and trade imbalances settled in gold. In 1971, president Nixon defaulted on gold settlement resulting in "Nixon Shock" then massive globalization ultimately led by China. 
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On February 4, Reuters reported Russia, China Agree 30-year Gas Deal Via New Pipeline, to Settle in Euros. The announcement came before Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24.  The new pipeline is expected to be in operation within three years but given sanctions and threat of new sanctions, I suspect Russia and China will work to expedite the timeline.
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EU Existing Gas SupplyThe EU gets about 40% of its total natural gas supply from Russia. That gas gets to EU countries over existing pipelines. Russia and the EU just finished an an additional pipeline, Nord Stream II, to supply even more gas to Europe.Another problem for pipeline-dependent Europe: the continent presently doesn't have the infrastructure to allow it to rapidly ramp up imports of LNG, which must be carefully processed and "regassified" before it can be distributed to utilities and other distributors of energy.A map below illustrates the level of dependence that various European economies have on Russia.But it's not just the Germans who must now make due without Russian gas supplies. British energy major Shell is being cut off from Russian supplies in response to the UK's economic sanctions on Russia, said Dmitry Peskov, the press secretary of Russian President Vladimir Putin."London wants to be the leader of everything anti-Russian. It even wants to be ahead of Washington! That’s the cost!" Peskov outlined.So far, the UK is the only country to have imposed sanctions on Russia's Gazprombank, through which payments for Russian natural gas are made. The measure effectively denies Britain the ability to pay for the commodity, and has forced Gazprom to walk away from the sales and trading arm. In accordance with Putin's decree that Russian gas be paid for in rubles, Gazprom has set up foreign-currency accounts for customers where their currencies can be converted into rubles on the Moscow exchange.Now that Putin is turning up the pressure, the European nations have a difficult choice ahead: either they can play ball and demonstrate to the world that their efforts to wean themselves off of their dependence on Russian energy have been mostly in vain. Or they can face a "catastrophic" economic crisis as energy prices soar, leading to rationing, blackouts and other measures that will make the 1970s oil crisis in the US look like child's play.
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“The weight of each currency in the basket could be proportional 
to the GDP of each country (based on purchasing power parity, 
for example), its share in international trade, as well as the 
population and territory size of participating countries.” So, it will 
be dominated by China; and so India is definitely out. “In addition, 
the basket could contain an index of prices of main exchange-
traded commodities: gold and other precious metals, key 
industrial metals, hydrocarbons, grains, sugar, as well as water 
and other natural resources. To provide backing… relevant 
international resource reserves can be created in due course. 
This new currency would be used exclusively for cross-border 
payments and issued to the participating countries based on a 
pre-defined formula. Participating countries would instead use their 
national currencies for credit creation, in order to finance national 
investments and industry, as well as for sovereign wealth 
reserves. Capital account cross-border flows would remain 
governed by national currency regulations.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In an interview, Russian politician Sergey Glazyev talks about “the imminent disintegration of the USD-based global economic system, which provided the foundation of the US global dominance… the new economic system [unites] various strata of their societies around the goal of increasing common well-being in a way that is substantially stronger than the Anglo-Saxon and European alternatives. This is the main reason why Washington will not be able to win the global hybrid war that it started. This is also the main reason why the current dollar-centric global financial system will be superseded by a new one, based on a consensus of the countries who join the new world economic order.”“Transition to the new world economic order will likely be accompanied by systematic refusal to honor obligations in USD, EUR, GBP, and JPY. In this respect, it will be no different from the example set by the countries issuing these currencies who thought it appropriate to steal foreign exchange reserves of Iraq, Iran, Venezuela, Afghanistan, and Russia to the tune of trillions of USD…. Even if they were to default on their obligations in those currencies, this would have no bearing on their credit rating in the new financial system. Nationalization of extraction industry, likewise, would not cause a disruption.”In other words, adopt the new world order and you get to default on all your FX debt and nationalise all your foreign-owned businesses! That is precisely what I also argued: bet on the new and bet on the default of the old. That is not going to be peaceful or painless – and it will be vigorously resisted.You want to ensure that even vampire-squid on Wall Street and global-not-local US billionaire hedge-fund managers agree to dump neoliberalism for Western mercantilism and a bifurcated Cold War world of tariffs, capital controls, and naval blockades? Keep talking about mass nationalisations and organised debt defaults in the Eurodollar markets.Finally, and perhaps most ominously, The IMF further warns that war also increases the risk of a more permanent fragmentation of the world economy into geopolitical blocks with distinct technology standards, cross-border payment systems, and reserve currencies. Such a tectonic shift would cause long-run efficiency losses, increase volatility and represent a major challenge to the rules-based framework that has governed international and economic relations for the last 75 years.The IMF claims the most immediate priority is to end the war... (does it look like anyone involved is working towards that goal?)
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While a huge blow for Russia's economy, Reuters' Mike Dolan wrote that the move quickly prompted questions about whether targeting reserve holdings as an act of "economic warfare" may prompt a rethink by reserve managers across the globe - not least in countries that may be at loggerheads or face a potential conflict with U.S. or EU governments - over where to bank their national stash.It's a potentially huge issue for world markets given that central bank foreign currency reserves totaled a record $12.83 trillion late last year - a rise of $11 trillion over the past 20 years. This money is held mostly in U.S. and European government bills and bonds - with the U.S. dollar still accounting for almost 60% of that and the euro about 20%.
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While a huge blow for Russia's economy, Reuters' Mike Dolan wrote that the move quickly prompted questions about whether targeting reserve holdings as an act of "economic warfare" may prompt a rethink by reserve managers across the globe - not least in countries that may be at loggerheads or face a potential conflict with U.S. or EU governments - over where to bank their national stash.It's a potentially huge issue for world markets given that central bank foreign currency reserves totaled a record $12.83 trillion late last year - a rise of $11 trillion over the past 20 years. This money is held mostly in U.S. and European government bills and bonds - with the U.S. dollar still accounting for almost 60% of that and the euro about 20%.Since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, in order to make the rich richer while creating a historic wealth divide, central banks have bought $23tn assets, cut rates, and created $18tn of negatively-yielding debt.
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• Nearly 400 million people across 45 cities in China are under full or partial 
lockdown as part of China’s strict zero-Covid policy. 

• The Port of Shanghai, which handled over 20% of Chinese freight traffic in 
2021, is essentially at a standstill. Food supplies stuck in shipping containers 
without access to refrigeration are rotting. 

• Meanwhile, the fertilizer crisis in the United States is about to get even 
worse. The skyrocketing cost of fertilizer is going to cause massive problems 
for many U.S. farmers, and now many of those farmers may not be able to get 
the fertilizer that they need at all due to “railroad-mandated shipping 
reductions”. Products that will be affected include nitrogen fertilizers such as 
urea and urea ammonium nitrate (UAN) as well as diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), 
an emissions control product required for diesel trucks.

• Of course this comes in the aftermath of a disastrous winter wheat harvest in 
the United States, and the winter wheat harvest over in China is being called 
the worst in history.

• So we desperately need a really good growing season in the months ahead, 
and now that is being jeopardized by more supply chain issues.

• At the same time, the new bird flu pandemic in the U.S. just continues to 
intensify. Idaho has become the 27th U.S. state to have confirmed cases at a 
commercial facility.According to the USDA, the price of a dozen eggs in 
November hovered around $1. Right now, that price is $2.95 and rising. Of 
course the cost of chicken meat and the cost of turkey meat will both continue 
to soar as well.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, he is talking about a new ‘gold standard’ based on everything from precious metals to base metals, to water, to one of the key ingredients for cakes, to the GDP of China, questionable data and all. Nearly 400 million people across 45 cities in China are under full or partial lockdown as part of China’s strict zero-Covid policy. Together they represent 40%, or $7.2 trillion, of annual gross domestic product for the world’s second-largest economy, according to data from Nomura Holdings. To put this in perspective, the number of people that are currently locked down in China is greater than the total population of the United States.The Port of Shanghai, which handled over 20% of Chinese freight traffic in 2021, is essentially at a standstill. Food supplies stuck in shipping containers without access to refrigeration are rotting. This is an enormous problem for those of us in the western world, because our stores are normally filled with goods that have been made in China.And this even extends to our food supply.  For example, we send giant mountains of apples to China where they are processed and sent back to us as apple juice.We need to hope that the lockdowns in China end soon, because if that does not happen it will likely create tremendous shortages all over the planet.CF Industries Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: CF), a leading global manufacturer of hydrogen and nitrogen products, today informed customers it serves by Union Pacific rail lines that railroad-mandated shipping reductions would result in nitrogen fertilizer shipment delays during the spring application season and that it would be unable to accept new rail sales involving Union Pacific for the foreseeable future. Of course this comes in the aftermath of a disastrous winter wheat harvest in the United States, and the winter wheat harvest over in China is being called the worst in history.So we desperately need a really good growing season in the months ahead, and now that is being jeopardized by more supply chain issues.At the same time, the new bird flu pandemic in the U.S. just continues to intensify.On Friday, we learned that Idaho has become the 27th U.S. state to have confirmed cases at a commercial facilityAccording to the USDA, the price of a dozen eggs in November hovered around $1. Right now, that price is $2.95 and rising.Of course the cost of chicken meat and the cost of turkey meat will both continue to soar as well. A lot of the factors that are contributing to this growing global food crisis are outside of our control.But if we could at least bring a halt to the shooting in Ukraine, that would give us a ray of hope.Unfortunately, negotiations have totally broken down, and U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken just told CNN that the war could continue through the end of the year…Secretary of State Antony Blinken told Washington’s European allies that the US believes the war in Ukraine could last through the end of 2022, CNN reported Friday, citing two European officials.The report said that many Western officials have assessed there’s no short-term end in sight for the war, and public comments from US officials have reflected this. National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan has warned of a “protracted conflict” that he said could go on “for months or even longer.”

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/avian-flu-has-spread-to-27-states-sharply-driving-up-egg-prices/ar-AAWgZBQ
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• Ukraine and Russia usually account for approximately 30 percent of all 
global wheat exports, and so we desperately need that war to end.
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So, he is talking about a new ‘gold standard’ based on everything from precious metals to base metals, to water, to one of the key ingredients for cakes, to the GDP of China, questionable data and all. Nearly 400 million people across 45 cities in China are under full or partial lockdown as part of China’s strict zero-Covid policy. Together they represent 40%, or $7.2 trillion, of annual gross domestic product for the world’s second-largest economy, according to data from Nomura Holdings. To put this in perspective, the number of people that are currently locked down in China is greater than the total population of the United States.The Port of Shanghai, which handled over 20% of Chinese freight traffic in 2021, is essentially at a standstill. Food supplies stuck in shipping containers without access to refrigeration are rotting. This is an enormous problem for those of us in the western world, because our stores are normally filled with goods that have been made in China.And this even extends to our food supply.  For example, we send giant mountains of apples to China where they are processed and sent back to us as apple juice.We need to hope that the lockdowns in China end soon, because if that does not happen it will likely create tremendous shortages all over the planet.CF Industries Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: CF), a leading global manufacturer of hydrogen and nitrogen products, today informed customers it serves by Union Pacific rail lines that railroad-mandated shipping reductions would result in nitrogen fertilizer shipment delays during the spring application season and that it would be unable to accept new rail sales involving Union Pacific for the foreseeable future. Of course this comes in the aftermath of a disastrous winter wheat harvest in the United States, and the winter wheat harvest over in China is being called the worst in history.So we desperately need a really good growing season in the months ahead, and now that is being jeopardized by more supply chain issues.At the same time, the new bird flu pandemic in the U.S. just continues to intensify.On Friday, we learned that Idaho has become the 27th U.S. state to have confirmed cases at a commercial facilityAccording to the USDA, the price of a dozen eggs in November hovered around $1. Right now, that price is $2.95 and rising.Of course the cost of chicken meat and the cost of turkey meat will both continue to soar as well. A lot of the factors that are contributing to this growing global food crisis are outside of our control.But if we could at least bring a halt to the shooting in Ukraine, that would give us a ray of hope.Unfortunately, negotiations have totally broken down, and U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken just told CNN that the war could continue through the end of the year…Ukraine and Russia usually account for approximately 30 percent of all global wheat exports, and so we desperately need that war to end.adly, that isn’t going to happen.These days, it seems as though almost everything that can go wrong for global food production is going wrong, and the stage is being set for the sort of horrific global famine that I have been relentlessly warning about.Our leaders may be able to print money, but they can’t print food.
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at
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Market Metrics

DJIA 33,240  -8.53% YTD (WSJ – 04/26/22)

S&P 500 4,175 -12.40% YTD (WSJ – 04/26/22)

Nasdaq 12,491 -20.16% YTD (WSJ – 04/26/22)

S&P 500 Forward P/E 18.6 (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

S&P 400 Forward P/E 13.5 (Yardeni Research – 04/22/22)

VIX Volatility Index 31.30 (WSJ – 04/26/22)

Current Est. ‘1Q’22 S&P 500 EPS 6.6% Y-O-Y (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

Current Est. ‘1Q’22 S&P 500 Rev. Growth 11.1% Y-O-Y (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

Current Est. ‘1Q’22 S&P Profit Margin 12. 3% Blended (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

Current Est. Energy ‘1Q’22 EPS Growth 259.4% Y-O-Y (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

Current Est. Materials ‘1Q’22 EPS Growth 34.7% Y-O-Y (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

Current Est. Industirals ‘1Q’22 EPS Growth 32.6% Y-O-Y (S&P FactSet – 04/22/22)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Energy sector is also the largest contributor to earnings growth for the S&P 500 for the first quarter. If this sector were excluded, the blended earnings growth rate for the index would fall to 0.7% from 6.6%. The Energy sector is expected to report the highest (year-over-year) earnings growth of all eleven sectors at 259.4%The blended net profit margin for the S&P 500 for Q1 2022 is 12.3%, which is above the 5-year average of 11.2%, but below the year-ago net profit margin of 12.8% and below the previous quarter’s net profit margin of 12.4%.



U.S. Equities 
at
A Glance

Source: Seeking Alpha 

U.S. Sectors (04/25/22)

ETF or ETN Today 1 
Mths 1 Yr YTD

Energy XLE -3.3% 0.8% 61.7% 37.3%

Real Estate XLRE -0.5% 5.6% 17.5% -4.7%

Consumer Staples XLP 0.4% 6.4% 13.6% 2.8%

Utilities XLU -0.7% 4.7% 11.4% 3.7%

Healthcare XLV 0.7% -2.1% 8.8% -5.1%

Basic Materials XLB -0.3% -1.4% 5.1% -5.4%

Financial Services XLF 0.2% -8.3% 4.1% -7.4%

Technology XLK 1.5% -8.7% 1.8% -
17.7%

Consumer Discretionary XLY 0.7% -4.7% -0.1% -
14.0%

Industrial XLI 0.0% -4.7% -2.0% -7.0%

Communication Services XLC 1.4% -
10.7%

-
18.9%

-
21.1%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Gains by cyclical stocks offset against losses in technology shares.Focus on the continuing economic recovery and expectations for rising interest rates has dented the outlook for tech stocks, which often trade at high prices based on expectations of growth far into the future. Higher rates reduce the value of those far-off earnings, while broader economic growth makes other parts of the market relatively more attractive.The Fed would step in to help equity markets if the S&P 500 (SP500) (NYSEARCA:SPY) dropped to 3,700, pushing the benchmark index to above 5,000 for the year, fund managers surveyed by BofA say.

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLE
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLRE
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLP
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLU
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLV
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLB
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLF
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLK
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLY
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLI
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/XLC


Commercial
REITs at
A Glance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When rates rise, investors tend to abandon high dividend-paying stocks for bonds that now have a similar yield and less perceived risk and volatility. As we look at the image below, REITs had one of the lowest average risks, showcasing the performance of varying asset classes over three periods following rate hikes. And while past performance is not a guarantee of future results, “Rising rates generally means the economy is growing, which translates into greater demand for real estate and the ability to charge higher rent. Interestingly, a 40-year analysis by Nareit found that REITs performed well during both high inflation and low inflation periods. This means they are less subject to prediction risk, or the risk that investors correctly predict high-inflation periods,” writes Jenna Ross of Visual Capitalist.



Technology
Advancement  
at
A Glance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Electric vehicles are projected to account for 45 percent of the market in 2035, up from a forecast of 32 percent in 2030. Overall, American motorists bought some 14.9 million light vehicles in 2020, a volume which is tipped to keep growing.�



US EV
Adoption
at
A Glance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Electric vehicles are projected to account for 45 percent of the market in 2035, up from a forecast of 32 percent in 2030. Overall, American motorists bought some 14.9 million light vehicles in 2020, a volume which is tipped to keep growing.�Below is our latest long-term forecast for new electric vehicle (BEV and PHEV)  sales in the US through 2030. EV sales should grow to reach approximately 29.5% of all new car sales in 2030 from an expect roughly 3.4% in 2021.This would also see sales increase to 4.7 million from a little more than 500,000 in 2021.



Future of
Bitcoin at
A Glance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since the supply of Bitcoin is predictable and capped at 21 million, it is easy to translate this into the price per Bitcoin.ARK Invest believes Bitcoin's total market cap could grow to $28.5 trillion by 2025. This is made up of 8 different markets, so let's look at each of these individually, and assess if the projections laid out seem realistic.Remittance refers to money transfers, normally international ones - ARK's estimate for 2030 is $600 billion. 



Gold 
at
A Glance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, in order to make the rich richer while creating a historic wealth divide, central banks have bought $23tn assets, cut rates, and created $18tn of negatively-yielding debt.
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Innovation
Path at
A Glance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the entire AI software industry, revenues are expected to more than double by 2025 from where they stand today
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the entire AI software industry, revenues are expected to more than double by 2025 from where they stand today
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